Iviii	INTRODUCTION.
with hardly one'exception, they have displayed a Far greater respect for
truth, and a far more manly and generous spirit thin we are accustomed
to even in  Europe and America.   They have shown strength, but  no-
rudeness;  nay I know that nothing has surprised  them so   much as the
coarse invective to which certain Sanskrit scholars  have  condescended,
rudeness of speech being, according to their view of human nature, a safe
sign not only of bad breeding, but of want of knowledge. When they were
wrong, they have readily admitted their mistakes; when they were right,
they have never sneered at their European adversaries. There have been,
with few exceptions, no quibbling, no special pleading, no untruthful ness-
on their part, and certainly none of tint low cunning of the scholar who
writes down and publishes what he knows perfectly well   to  be false,
and snaps his fingures at those who still value truth and self-respect
more highly,than victory or applause at any price.    Here, too, we might
possibly gain   by the import cargo.    Let me adi that I have  been
repeatedly told by English merchants that commercial  integrity stands
higher in   India than in  any other country, and  that a dishonoured
bill is hardly known there," *
The tendency of the doctrine of karma t (the 'trans-
Influence of the   nusgration of character") has been to
promote   contentment.     The    Hindu
bears the "ills which  flesh is heir to" with patience and
* "India, what can it teach us," Lecture II. It should be observed
that just as the Europeans sometimes carry their combativeness to a
fault, so the Hindus sometimes carry their peaceful ness and forgiveness
to a fault. They will yield when they should not, and often tamely
and patiently suffer wrongs which Europeans will lose no time to resent.
This is especially unfortunate as their rulers appreciate and respect
fighting; and the justness of a cause is often measured by the sturdiness
with which it is fought for,
t "Gautama held that after the death of any being, whether human
or not there survived nothing at all but that being's Karma, the result,
that is, of its mental and bodily actions. Every individual, whether

